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WHEATNErm FUTURE PROOF!

WHEATNET LETS YOU ROUTE THOUSANDS of bi-directional
signals at ONCE in just 60

microseconds-all
secure, virus -proof and in just 2 rackspaces! WHEATNET

leaps way ahead of conven-

tional stacked router or IP-based designs,
interconnecting up to 48 studios (each with its own independent

mix engines and I/O resources)
using just one CAT -5 wire per studio, plus providing systemwide X-Y control

from one central location. You can even meter and monitor (in stereo) any signal systemwide.

REDUNDANCY?
We've got that covered too: just add a second WHEATNET

and CAT -5 link from each

studio and have an AUTOMATIC standby interconnect for the ENTIRE system!

WHEATSTONE has a proven track record for digital networking;benefit from our experience!

ID

48 CAT -5 PORTS with 128 audio channels

(plus embedded control data) per port.

THAT'S 6144 TRAFFIC
CHANNELS IN JUST

TWO RACK SPACES!
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We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio
From A Solid Foundation Of Leadership.

The newest force in radio was forged from a rich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're bringing a breath of fresh

air and a re -energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest

and most comprehensive range of products, services and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together in perfect

harmony and focused on the success of your business. From our innovative products to our forward -looking services,

management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and growth. So whether you're

audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the air with the resources you need to succeed.

To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com.

THE NEW HARRIS RADIO TEAM IS ON THE AIR
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Remote
Broadcasting

over the Internet
IS HERE

A/DSL, Cable

With more flexibility than any other codec on the
market. Tieline's latest development delivers high
quality mono and stereo audio from remote locations
over the Internet. This includes DSL, ADSL. Wireless.
cable and satellite IP networks.

Existing G3 customers can upgrade their software to
try Audio over IP free for 30 days.

Make 2 remote connections at once! Connect one IP
remote and the second over POTS. ISDN. GSM or IP
at the same time.

Learn how to set up your studio for wired and wireless
IP remotes and listen to Tieline Audio samples at
www.tieline.com/ip

Contact your favorite dealer today to organize a free
demo. Hurry, the demo schedule is filling fast!

800-950-0750

Satellite, WiFi

Tieline Commander G3
POTS. ISDN. GSM & IP Codec

www.tieline,corn
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Currents Online
Selected headlines from the past month.

Cox Focus Groups Provide Insight to Multicast Tuning
The study shows that listeners would prefer to tune a new station at 120.7 instead of 100.7 HD2.

Translantech Adds Remote Features to Ariane Sequel
Translantech has updated the operating system of its Ariane Sequel to version 1.03, which also allows the unit
to be accessed through a Windows remote -control application.

MSRC Releases Emergency Preparation Toolkit
The Model Vulnerability Assessment Checklists for radio,TV, cable operators and direct broadcast satellite
operators are designed to assist broadcast outlets in preparing for emergencies.

Boston Acoustics Ships Recepter Radio HD
The compact, stereo radio receiver can tune HD Radio signals including multicast signals.

Day Sequerra Achieves Ibiquity Certification for Model M2
A Radio magazine NAB2005 Pick Hit award winner, the M2 HD Radio modulation monitor can also decode
multicast signals.

IFind the mic and win!
Tell us where you think the

mic icon is placed on this issue's cover
and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Transaudio Group.

We'll award a
different Heil mic

each month during
2006.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -20.

Enter by January 31.
Send your entry to

radio@prismb2b.com.
I

TRANSAUDIO

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

Radio Alliance Created to Advance
Rollout of HD Radio

Nine radio owners have partnered to acceler-
ate the rollout of HD Radio by forming the HD
Digital Radio Alliance.

Westwood One Promotes Trautmann
to SVP

Conrad Trautmann, CPBE, is now the senior vice
president of engineering and technology. He con-
tinues to oversee all day-to-day engineering and
operations responsibilities and adds oversight of
all information technology.

Site Features
Radio News Updated Every Day

Don't wait two weeks for the latest radio broad-
cast news and information; view it online every
day in the Radio magazine Currents Online.

Currents Online Weekly E-mail
We can also send the week's headlines to you
every Monday morning. Subscribe to the Radio
magazine Currents Online Weekly E-mail.

2006 Buyers Guide
The print edition was included in the December
issue of Radio magazine, now access the Radio
magazine Buyers Guide online.

Today in Radio History
Important dates that have shaped radio are avail-
able or.line.These dates are also listed on the the
2005 Radio Industry Calendar.
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Design ))) Build ))) Installation

Ram 3roadcast Sys:ems builds studios for
most of North America's major networks,
group stations, and news organizations.

Ram offers comprehensive studio design,
fabrication, systems integration, and
components. Put Ram's 35 years of
expEr ence to woix for you:

 Studio Design 8 Fabrication
 Pre -/Aired Systems
 Broadcast Furniture
 Switchers
 Metering
 Amplifiers
 \Mre Et Cable
 Racks
 Accessor.es
 Used Equipment
 And More!

Radio and Television Studios

RAM Broadcast Systems

www.ramsyscom.con
800.779.7575

From "our Studio Showroom
,140

8275 South Eastern Avenue, Suite 200
Las Vegas, Nevada 89123  702-938-0475

nfo@efronstudios.com  www.efronstudios.com
Call Anita Rose Banks at 216-283-5755

abanks@efronstudios.com

EFRON OFFERS SAME -DAY
STUDIO SETUP!
Order delivered by 8ann,
you could be on the ai- by r Jon!

Save time and money with our
PATENTED TECHNOLO3Y

IDEAL FOR SCHOOLS
AND UNIVERSITIES!

We build complete studios
(including furniture) for 'arca
or small market Radio Stations,
Internet Radio, Satellite Radio,
Schools, and for the Home.
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Viewpoint

Better late than never

n Dec. 6, a press conference was held
t ) announce the formation of the HD
Du.ntal Radio Alliance. This group, a joint
effort of Bonneville International, Citadel
Broadcasting,Clear Channel Radio,Cumu-
lus, Emmis Communications, Entercom,
Greater Media and Infinity Broadcasting,
was created to coordinate the rollout of
HD Radio, including coordinating the for-
mats on multicast channels. In addition,
the group hopes to work with automotive
receiver manufacturers to include HD
Radio receivers in vehicles at reasonable
price points,and to jointly market HD Radio
with receiver manufacturers and retailers.
Beasley joined the effort 10 days later.

To do this, the nine broadcasters have
committed more than $200 million in com-
mercial inventory on their own stations in
2006 to promote HD Radio and its multi -
cast capability. The group will also work
together to coordinate its multicast pro-
gramming to provide a broader choice in
each market. The alliance also announced
that the multicast channels initially will be
commercial -free so that they might attract
a wider audience.

Naturally,the official press release was full
of warm and fuzzy remarks about how ex-
citing the announcement is. Unfortunately,
the announcement comes late in the game.
This effort should have been launched

at least three years ago. The first
official HD Radio receiver was

sold on Jan.6, 2004, in Cedar
Rapids, IA. When that first
radio was sold, consumers
should have already been
talking about HD Radio.
Instead, I can walk into

almost any consumer
electronicsstore and get
glassy -eyed stares when
I ask for an HD Radio
receiver. (What's worse
is that in most cases I am
told that I want a satellite
radio receiver.)
The holiday season that

is now behind us was the

perfect opportunity for HD Radio to make its mark. I did
not see a single mention of any HD Radio -capable device
in any of the advertising flyers. I didn't hear about anyone
wishing for an HD Radio receiver on the TV ads for Best
Buy and Radio Shack. Feature -packed cell phones with
media player capabilities, portable game consoles with
media capabilities, and even simple media players were
everywhere. Consumers have moved on while radio
watched it all go by.

Terrestrial radio today needs to join the personal media
revolution to stay competitive. Consumers are focused on
the moment. Media players fit that perfectly. Radio is a
long -haul commitment. When listeners tire of their pre -
loaded playlists, they come back to radio. Unfortunately,
these consumers do not have an HD Radio receiver to
come back to.

The formation of the HD Digital Radio Alliance is a com-
mendable effort. No one has done much to market HD
Radio to the masses yet, so it's worth the effort. (Besides,
the NAB is busy telling listeners that radio should be free.
Unfortunately, too many consumers believe that free means
"having no value") If we're going to make something hap-
pen with HD Radio, this is our chance.

I urge the alliance to focus on marketing HD Radio, but
break out of the safe confines of our own spaces. Devot-
ing $200 million in station ad inventory isn't enough.
Sure, run ads on the radio, but also run ads on TV, in the
newspaper, in the movie theaters, on satellite radio, on
portable games,via cell phones and anywhere else that a
potential listener can be found. Effective marketing costs
money, not unsold spots.

Satellite radio didn't promote itself solely through unsold
inventory on its own channels. Terrestrial radio shouldn't
rely solely on its own medium to create consumer desire
for HD Radio.

On the hardware side, continue exploring the in -dash
and tabletop radios,but also strike deals to have HD Radio
tuners built into media players, cell phones and anything
else that produces audio.

As I write this, the CES Convention is just days away.
HD Radio is supposed to be featured by several exhibi-
tors, and I'll be looking to see what kind of presence
is provide(

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschererPprismb2b.com

E-mail: radios. prismb2b.com
Fax: 913-514-7201

8 January 2006 Rad4o magazine www.beradio.com



ACCESS
Your Pass to

Amazing Audio
From Anywhere

Broadcast quality, real-time audio over the public
Internet. Really. It works.

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi,
3G cellular, satellite- plus some services you may not
have even heard of. Given the challenges of the public
Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will
perform in real time over virtually any available
IP connection.

Want tc learn more?

Contact Comrex to get a FREE booklet that explains
the ACCESS BRIC technology and how 't differs from
traditional IP codecs.

Put Comrex On The Line.

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717
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RF Engineering

Transmission lines
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

or many engineers a transmission line is
a piece of plumbing that is forgot-
il something goes wrong, such as

a burned bullet or some idiot with a rifle
and a different kind of bullet punctures it.
This is unfortunate because not only are
transmission lines interesting pieces of
equipment,but they are also critical pieces
of transmitter installations.

Basically transmission lines are designed
with only one purpose in mind. This desig-
nated purpose is to transmit power from a
generator to a load with zero or minimum

Figure 1. A transmission line can be electrically represented as a network
of resistance, capacitance and inductance. The parameters Ro, Lo and CD
represent the distributed electrical values for each unit of length.
Diagram A is a balanced line. Diagram B is an unbalanced line.

power loss. There are many types of trans-
mission linesuch as foralternating current,
direct current and REIn this article we shall
be concerned only with RF transmission
lines.Waveguides,although doing thesame
job as "lines" operate with different rules
and will not be covered here.

A transmission line cannot be described
in a Gertrude Stein manner as"a transmis-
sion line is a transmission line, is a trans-
mission line, is a transmission line...7 It is

far more than that. It can be a simple two -wire RF line, a
balanced line or an unbalanced coaxial line. The most
familiar type in use today is the coaxial line. This of course
is an unbalanced line because the entire outer conductor
is grounded.

DC transmission lines are generally controlled by Ohm's
Law and the power and voltage requirements,and will not
be discussed here.

Traditional concerns
For the average broadcast engineer's professional life he

has to deal with capacitors and inductances that are often
called "lumped constants" This means that the capacitive
or inductive reactance is an entirely separate unit-either
a capacitor or a coil and its effect is basically confined to
one area of a circuit.

In the case of "lumped" individual units, stray capacity,
inductance or leakage resistance occurs in the vicinity of
the individual component and can be considered during
the design of the circuit. In the case of a transmission line,
which may be several hundred feet long, these effects
are spread out over the whole transmission line and are
known as distributed constants. Such values are more
difficult to handle.

A transmission line is basically a network consisting
of capacitance, inductance and resistance distributed
throughout its length. The arithmetic values of these
characteristics are described as x units of capacitance,
inductance and resistance per unit length.

In most cases the broadcast engineer is not greatly or
specifically concerned with these spread -out values. He
selects his transmission line based on its characteristic
impedance, propagation velocity, attenuation, frequency
and power handling characteristics per unit length. The
unit length can be any convenient measure; it is often a
given in 100 feet units.

Transmission lines for ac and RF are governed by similar
laws although the application is generally quite different. In
low -frequency ac power transmission work the line length
has little or no effect (because the wavelength is so large),
and the voltage at the sending and will be about the same
value as at the receiving end. Nevertheless long line effect
must be considered in high power transmission. However,
as the operating frequency increases the effects of various
multiples of quarterwavelengths of line become extremely
important. This will be discussed later.

The most familiar type of line in use today is the coaxial
line.This of course is an unbalanced line because the outer
conductor is grounded.Variations of coax line occur,such
as dual coax line and triax. Triax is generally used for TV
cameras to reduce the number of conductors in the studio
lines and make them easier to handle. Dual coax is used

10 January 2006 Borne www.beradio.com



Peace of Mind

...is knowing
dMarc
has
your back.

Seat Sep Maestro
Scott Studios and Maestro are Product Lines of dMarc
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What do you call it when a company spends

more money on R&D perfecting their digital

automation systems (Scott SS32 and

Maestro) than all other automation compa-

nies combined?

We call it dMarc. Nothing gives you more confidence

and peace of mind than knowing that you've got

Revenc eSuite, the only digital au-omation solution

that d ops cash straight to your bottom line, and

Diagnostics,' the industry's leading hardware

monitoring software.

With all that R&D,
you can't go wrong.
Relax...with dMarc.

1-888-438-7268
www.dMarc.net
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RF En ineerin

mostly for special circuits.
The familiar twisted -pair is often used in

audio work and issometimes used in small
transmitters to convey RF drive between
stages. Old time hams will recall their use
when hams built their own equipment.
Today, small coaxial cable is used.

The basic requirement for efficient
transmission line operation are absence
of standing waves, line impedance prop-
erly matched to the transmitter and load
impedance (antenna) and capable of
carrying the required RF power without
breaking down. Protection from mechani-
cal damage by burial or adequate support
is also required.

It is also important to ensure that all
transmission lines feeding directional
antennas have similar environmental
conditions.This means that if part of one
line is buried, a similar length is buried on
all the other transmission lines to the array.
This ensures the net all lines are affected
in the same way by changing weather and
temperature conditions.

The odd length
As the frequency increases to a point at which the transmis-

sion line length is equivalent to an appreciable portion of
the wavelength,such as a quarter wave,strange things begin
to happen. In most cases,the voltage at the receiving end is
quite different from the voltage at the sending end.

A transmission line can transform impedances in the
same fashion as a tee or a pi network. However, such
results are not confined to RF operation alone and a 60
cycle line of sufficient length will exhibit the same kind
of problems. Although the technique of handling such
phenomena is the same as RF solutions, solutions to ac
power line problems require physically larger equipment
and larger electrical reactances.

In the world of transmission lines,quarterwave lines have
many extremely useful properties. A transmission line that
is not designed to be attenuating, and consists of an odd
number of quarter wavelengths has the interesting faculty
that an open circuit at the receiving end results in a short
circuit at the transmitter and vice versa.

It was mentioned earlier in thisarticle that a quarter -wave
transmission line can be used as an impedance -changing
device in RF work over a fairly narrow range of frequen-
cies. Its characteristic impedance is designed to be the
geometric mean between the transmitting and receiving
ends. However, in most cases I have found a simpler to
use a tee network.

Another use for a quarter -wave line is transforming volt-
age to current or current voltage by a known relationship.

This characteristic makes possible a measuring
instrument that does not place an appreciable
load on the circuit under measurement. An
RF ammeter is connected directly across the
end of a quarter -wave line. This short across
the line results in an infinite impedance at the
far end. The current in amps multiplied by the
characteristic impedance of the line gives the
voltage at the other end.

Lines with an even number of quarter waves
i.e.half wave or more,and that are non -attenuat-
ing are useful to measure an impedance in an
inaccessible location,such as up a tower. The
unknown impedance is connected to one end
of the line and measured in the usual way at
the accessible end on the ground.

It is important that the line is exactly a
multiple of half waves long. This is easily
determined by shorting the far end and mea-
suring the impedance on the bridge. This
should, of course, be zero. If it is not zero
there will be a purely resistive reading and a
low impedance.
Transmission lines are quite tough and

standup to weather. But vibration and swing-
ing movements are not beneficial. Include
regular inspection of lines along with your
other routine equipment checks.

Acoustics First®
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

Vinyl Barrier to block noise. Increases wall
mass without increasing its depth..125 inch, STC = 27

1.888-765-2900
www.acousticsfirst.com

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.
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You asked for a

bulletproof
console.

I-UN(TIO FUNCTION

SELECT SELECT

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

5622 Edgemoor  Houston, TX 77081 USA
713.664.4470 1.800.231.5870
info@logtekaudio.com www.logitekaudio.com

2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

OK, maybe we're taking things a bit literally. But if a Mosaic
console panel can stop a bullet, we figure it shou1c be able to
stand up to ycur board operators' daily abuse. The Mosaic's
extra -rugged construction, combined with some o' the most
advanced control and operation features on the market, give
your station the versatility you want with the durability you
need. In short, bulletproof operation.

Mosaic
Where art meets technology

The Mosaic is a scalable, flexible control surface for the Logitek
Audio Engine, a digital router that streamlines ycur installations
and simplifies complex audio tasks.

We really did shoot a bullet at a Mosaic panel. The bullet
dented the panel, but it didn't puncture it. For details on
how the Logitek Mosaic bullet test was conducted, visit
www.logitekaudio.com/bullet.

Logitek
Console Router Systems



FCC Update

FCC considers low-power AM
By Harry Martin

e C is considering the establishment of
a new low power AM service. The agency
received a petition for rulemaking asking
that it authorize such a service, and the
Commission was interested enough in the
proposal to issue a notice asking for public
comments. Here are some of the details:

Unlike LPFM,the LPAM proponents want
the new service to be commercial.

Existing broadcasters would be ineligible
to apply.

Local residence, at least initially, would
be required.

Power levels of up to 100W 24 hours per
day are proposed.

Interference calculations would be made
under existing AM allocation rules, but
with a 100W application treated as one
for lkW.

The prospects of the Commission actually
approving LPAM appear to be poor, but
that is what many observers said about
LPFM when it was first proposed in the
late 1990s.

Despite considerable opposition to the
concept,the FCC created the LPFM service
in January 2000. LPFM is subject to many
limitations besides those on power. LPFM
stations must operate non -commercially.
They must be owned by an organization
with ties to the community. Any organi-
zation can own, at most, only one LPFM
station. LPFM stations cannot be sold.

Perhaps recognizing these realities,
some of the promoters of LPFM have now
returned to the Commission with LPAM-a
service that would not be shackled with the
restrictions that apply to LPFM.

Supporters say that low power commer-
cial AM stations would create a middle
ground between mom-and-pop local
stations and the super -sized, rigorously
formatted group owned outlets. Cheap
commercials from businesses otherwise
priced out of advertising on regular sta-
tions would support the service. LPAM
supporters say the service would rein-
vigorate locally focused programming
and encourage innovation.

The proposal would permit ownership

nationwide of as many as 12 LPFM stations by one individual
or entity nationwide,but owners would be permitted only
one such station per market. Unlike, LPFM, LPAM stations
could be bought and sold.

A difficult task
LPAM proponents are likely to have a long and difficult

struggle. Existing full -service AM operators, who already
face serious congestion in the AM band,will insist that the
technical specifications for any LPAM service be carefully
devised and closely enforced to ensure protection of their
signals. (The LPAM proposal is notably short on technical
details.) And most local broadcasters are expected to take
exception to the notion that some local advertisers are
being priced out of the radio market. While the LPAM pro-
ponents claim that that is the case, they offer no empirical
evidence of a commercial niche for the new stations.

Another obstacle is that the LPAM proponents request
that the new service somehow be made exempt to auction
processing. The proponents want selections among mutu-
ally exclusive applicants through a point system similar to
that used for NCE-FM and LPFM. But this scheme would
require an amendment to the Communications Act,which
now provides that all commercial spectra must be awarded
through auctions.

Still, the LPAM idea has been placed on the table, which
means the FCC is interested enough in the proposal to
consider it further. The same type of initiatives ultimately
resulted in the creation of the LPFM service. It could hap-
pen again.

Martin is immediate -past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

Datellnelir -911.
Feb. 1 is the deadline for radio stations, LPFM

stations and FM translators in Arkansas, Louisi-
ana and Mississipppi to file their 2006 license
renewal applications. Radio stations must file
their EEO program reports and biennial owner-
ship reports with their renewals. Feb. 1 also is the
deadline for in Arkansas, Louisiana and Missis-
sippi to file their biennial ownership reports.

Radio stations in Delaware and Pennsylvania
must begin their renewal pre -filing announce-
ments on Feb. 1, looking forward to an April 1,
2006, renewal application filing date.

Feb. 1 is the deadline for radio stations in
Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Okla-
homa, Nebraska, New Jersey and New York to
place their annual EEO reports in their public
files and post them on their websites.

14 January 2006 Radfil_mauanne_ www.beradio.com



"Some people don't like change.
Change doesn't much care."

"I guess being the very first station

to use Ethernet for audio routing

has made WEGL a little famous!

Someone's always on the phone:

'Tell me about your Axia

WEGL

system. What's the real

story?'

"The real story is that two

years ago, when our our old analog

consoles began to fall apart, we

put in an Axia IP-Audio network

and SmartSurface. And I've never

had a single reason to regret that

decision.

"Sure, I was skeptcal at first.

But audio -over -Ethernet

technology is compelling!

Other companies just use CAT -5

to carry audio using proprietary
protocols. Axia uses standard

Ethernet to build a true network

with uncompressed digital streams

plus machine logic and

program -associated data.

No one else does that!

I was a little concerned

about dropouts and QoS

problems, so we went to the Axia

factory and assembled a network

ourselves. It was easy to do, and it

just worked. We were sold.

"The jocks took to the rew board

like fish to water. Show Profiles are

their favorite part, since they can all

have custom board setups. Some

like their headphore

levels blasting, some

don':. Some like the mic

on the left side, others

on the right. I've got one

guy who brings in his vinyl records

every week for an oldies show;

he's the only one \Arlo uses the

turntables but when he loads his

profile, they're ready to go.

"There were a few 'ittle

bugs, but we had the very

first surface! Axia support

gave us new software
right away and our problems were

solved. Two years later, I'm more

impressed than ever. I recommend

Axia one -hundred percent.

"Since the first stud o was

installed, we've added

a new productioi and
interview studio, and we

plan on building three
more studios. It'll de all Axia - all

the way to the transmitter."

- Marc Johnson, Chief Engineer, WEGL-FM
Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama

www.AxiaAJdio.com
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The verliceng
Revision 6 crea a buzz

in the tower market.
by David Nicholson and William A. Griswold Jr., PE, SE

Revision G of the TIA-222 standard-the document that defines the
industry -accepted practiceE and minimum standards for the design
of steel antenna -supporting towers-has just been released by the

Telecommunications Industries Association (TIA). Revision G is the first modi-
fication to the standard in nearly a decade. As broadcasters rush to prepare
for adoption of the new standard, the time is ripe to step back to consider the
state of the radio tower industry and the effect Revision G will have on it.

New tower construction has increased in 2005. Much of this activity can be
attributed to the introduction of new technologies in radio and other trans-
mission markets. Cell phone carriers are increasing bandwidth and speed
with the rollout of advanced wireless technologies that enable feature -rich
services, TV broadcasters are shifting from analog to digital transmission and
radio broadcasters are implementing HD Radio.

With all these technology upgrades converging at one time, there is a lot of capi-
tal investment flowing into tower construction and modification. That makes
the timing of Revision G particularly critical, because the code uses a new set
of calc'slations that primarily affects the required strength of a new tower-and
thus its cost-and the remaining capacity of existing structures.

Note that all existing towers are grandfathered, so even if they fall short of
evision G guidelines, they will not be required to catch up. Changes to an
xisting tower's structure or the addition of antennas that increase its load,
owever, will require full agreement with Revision G.
The good news for radio broadcasters s that they're likely to have a relatively
asy time adopting Revision G, as repla:ing analog antennas with new digital
tennas that are often smaller and lighter rarely adds to a tower's load. In

ddition, the long-time practice of maintaining a backup radio antenna has
ade it easy for stations to use that spot on the tower for HD Radio broadcasts

without having to make room for a new antenna. While this is good news, it
doesn't mean that radio broadcasters won't feel the effects of Revision G.

Revision G is the seventh revision to the TIA-222 standard first published in
1949, which provides guidelines for tower design, fabrication, installation of
new towers, mapping (measuring) and modifications of existing towers, and
maintenance-basically covering a tower's life from cradle to grave.

Each revision updates the original standard with new and improved cal-
culations-and the lessons learned from failure. Revision C was the first
to consider tower height and geographical location in wind load ratings.
Revision D introduced a new wind speed calculation and Revision E added
county -level detail to the wind -loading map. Revision F, which was adopted
in 1996, introduced ice loading to the mi>.

Photo courtesy of Radian Communication Services
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But none of these revisions compare to the mag-
nitude of Revision G. While it was approved on Aug.
2 by a coalition of structural engineers,fabricators
and contractors,the committee pushed for and won
a delayed effective date of Jan. 1,2006, for the new
standard. The unusual five -month discrepancy in
date was designed to provide a head start with the
new guidelines, giving tower manufacturers and
broadcasters more time to prepare for the adoption
of such a complete change in philosophy.

A new tower philosophy
One of the most novel changes made in Revision

G was the introduction of three factors that take
into account the role each tower plays in the com-
munity as well as its physical and environmental
surroundings. These new calculations mean that
some broadcasters will be affected by Revision G
more than others, in large part depending on the
location of their tower sites.

The first factor, dubbed the Importance Factor,
takes into account the nearby population density
as well as the functional importance of the tower
itself. The idea is to adjust the design of the tower
according to the degree of human or collateral
damage that could occurshould the tower collapse.
A tower that supports several radio stations and is
located in a densely populated area will have more

The Revision G stardard includes important considerations for
new tower construction.

stringent design requirements than one that is located in the middle
of a field-even if the two towers are of the same height. Also,towers
that are used for essential law enforcement or emergency response
functions must be able to survive a bigger beating.

Revision G also analyzes a tower's Exposure Category and Topo-
graphic Categorywhich together encompass the structure's"environ-
mental loads"An analysis of a tower's exposure factor will involve
consideration of the regional cl i mate,obstructions such as trees and
buildings and the proximity to open water. Topographic categories
encompass atomospheric conditions related to the position of the
tower in relation to the elevation of the land around it.
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The nuts and bolts
Revision G is now in line with the 2002 version

of the International Building Code (IBC). It also
brings the United States in line with the rest of
the world in terms of tower building codes. One
way it does this is in the new approach it takes to
measuring the various stresses placed on a tower.
Under Revision G, towers are analyzed under four
specific types of loading: wind, ice, environmental
and seismic.

Environmental and seismic loading are new

No, we didn't put AM transmission
on a low carb diet.

But we packed a ton of AM power into
a transmitter half that size.
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considerations,but the old factors (wind and ice) are being looked
at differently. Tower stresses were previously analyzed under the
allowable stress design (ASD) model, which has been replaced in
Revision G with the load resistance factor design (LRFD) model.

In terms of wind speed, the ASD model bases its calculations on
the fastest mile speed - essentially averaging how long it takes
a mile -long column of air to pass a given point. The ASD method
can fail to differentiate between a day of hard gusts cutting through
relative calm and a day of steadily moving air, even though the
gusty day poses a much greater risk for tower collapse.

The LRFD model, on the other hand, looks at the fastest wind
speed during a three -second interval. This method, which doesn't

average away the fastest bursts, provides a
more accurate wind speed profile around
the country. It is the American Weather
Service's preferred method, and because
that is the source of wind speeds for tower
design calculations, it was appropriate to
update the TIA-222 standard to match it.

Agreement with the American Weather
Service's wind speed measurement meth-
odology was one of the reasons behind the
switch from the ASD model in Revision F
(and earlier) and the LRFD model in Revi-
sion G. Another was because the American
Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) and
the American Concrete Institute (ACI) also
support it. The latter adopted the LRFD
method of calculating stress in 1971, and
theAISC wanted to use a similarsystem-in
fact, its new manual includes both calcula-
tion models. Steel and concrete are key
ingredients of tower construction,so there
are clear advantages to everyone using the
same calculation methods.

Ice calculations requirementswere added
in Revision F but Revision G changes their
usage considerably. In Revision F, the forma-
tion of ice was considered to be equal at
the bottom of a tower and at the top, while
in reality ice build-up can be much thicker
around a tower's pinnacle. Some tall tower
collapses in recent years can be attributed
to unequal ice buildup.

Bottom line tower design
While it's tempting to assume that Revi-

sion G will result in heavier,more expensive
towers because of these more stringent
guidelines, that isn't necessarily the case.
Such an effect is most likely to occur in

More online
ERI has provided a list of
the top 10 maintenance
problems at tower sites.

Access this article online
at beradio.com.
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northern states and mountainous areas,where ice
and wind loading tend to be greatest, and in more
populous regions that rank high on the Importance
Factor. However, Revision G can actually result in
lighter, cheaper towers in warmer areas, in places
with less wind and in rural areas.

Big towers-in general, those over 1,000 feet
tall-may grow proportionately more expensive to
build under Revision G than smaller towers. This
is primarily due to the new ice load calculations
that take height into consideration, and to the fact

that they carry a greater load.
Regardless of the height of the tower, the new revision makes the

bidding process a bit more challenging for manufacturers. While
previously they may have been able to give a single,height-based bid
that could be applicable for many different sites, it's now crucial
for the broadcaster to provide specific details for every intended
site to get an accurate manufacturing estimate.

Choices in towers and rigging
While we ve focused primarily on the design implication of Revi-

sion G,the new standards apply to the installation of towers as well.
As such, the choice of a rigging company
may be more crucial than ever.

The 1,000 -foot point for tower height is
a milestone of sorts in that tower rigging
companies generally require larger, more ca-
pable equipment with longerwinch cabling.
Thus, it is usually the larger, better-known
rigging companies that are called to raise
tall towers. But for smaller towers, there are
usually several companies available in any
given market. Smaller rigging companies
may be more price-competitive,they might
be able to start work sooner,and their crews
may be more familiar with the terrain and
environment unique to their locale.

Because of the expense of moving heavy
equipment and work crews,riggers local to
a tower site-local" usually being within
a one -state radius-are usually hired to
perform the work. When selecting a rigger,
price is certainly a motivating factor, but
disaster threatens those who make it their
primary factor.

As common sense suggests, experience
and knowledge really must come first. As-
sembling a tower isn't rocket science, but
a successful installation requires the intel-
ligence to follow blueprints carefully and
a deep familiarity with best practices and
building codes (now including Revision
G). Riggers should be fully insured and in
compliance with OSHA, which may insist
on additional safety measures that drive up
costs, but ultimately can save lives.

New developments in towerdesign include
frequency -matched towers. With these
advanced structures, the spacing of the
interlaced steel where the antenna attaches
to the tower is matched to the same spacing
on the antenna, creating an integration be-
tween the two that optimizes the operation
of the antenna. Dielectric Communications
has developed its frequency -matched, FM -
branded towers.
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MPR rebuilds
By Doug Thompson

mew studios. It sounds like a lot of work, but what an
opportunity. When Minnesota Public Radio (MPR) first

.... considered expanding its building,the first thing that came

--'

to mind was all of the work it would take to replace studios that
were already working pretty well-or were they? The possibilities
then began to surface: we could fix all those things that we didn't
like about the present studios and incorporate the things we've
learned about studio construction since building them. We could
take advantage of new and innovative technologies to accom-
modate program changes much easier and faster. We could even
free ourselves from all of that old unused wire that was somehow
never removed when it was no longer needed.

In early 2003, the new building plan was evolving to the point
where MPR engineering began looking into how we would build

and outfit the new facility. The organization decided to add on
to our existing building, which introduced some real challenges
by maintaining the live on -air facility while constructing studios
at the same time and in the same place. This had the advantage
of saving us time because we did not have to trek across town to
work on the new facility.

It was easy to see that managing a project of this magnitude was
going to be a time- and resource -consuming task. We decided to
appoint one of our own staff as the studio project leader so that
we not only had someone already familiar with our operation to
pull the necessary resources together, but also to track the many
facets of the project to keep it on time and on budget.

Our project leader first established a studio design group chat
included participants from multiple departments, providing a va-
riety of input and viewpoints so that we would accurately assets
the design requirements. The next task was to develop a project

26 January 2006 _Ratio_ magazine www.berailcam



job list and timeline, breaking it down into manageable tasks and
establishing dependenciesso that we could identify high risk areas.
Risk was defined as a higher level of uncertainty about the amount
of time a particular job might take, the amount of money it might
cost and the lack of knowledge that we already possessed about the
task or technology. By beginning the high -risk parts of the project
early, we could better anticipate and recover from events that did
not go the way we expected.

Now much space?
One of the planning issues that received a fair amount of attention

was deciding on the size of the studios. Our present on -air studios
were a bit tight (constrained by the location of the floor columns),
and our production studios were about the right size but not laid
out well for on -air work. We decided to hire a space planning
consultant to help us. Northeastern Communication Concepts in
NewYork helped us size the rooms and layout the furniture, based
on information gained from interviews with the people who would
use them. The rooms were also sized to work acoustically well.

The studio design group then studied many of the console/router
systems that were available so we could make an informed decision. t:
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We sent requests for proposals to a number of equipment vendors
and then matched the requirements we collected internally with
the products offered. From the responses, we chose four manu-
facturers to come to MPR and give a presentation toour staffs on
their systems. We diagrammed each system so we knew whatwas
needed to meet our requirements, using each particular type of
equipment. From the on -site demonstrations and questions that
we asked we eventually narrowed the field to a finalist. This was
not an easy task because we found several different and accept-
able architectures that would serve our needs.

Based on our research, we focused on a system that none of
us had seen before, the Axia Livewire system, which distributes
audio via IP We favored this technology because it gave us more
flexibility in how we designed our system layout, better growth
potential and offered a number of solutions for related parts of
the project like house monitoring and feeding audio to locations
other than studios.

Our senior design engineer then began the arduous task of
diagramming our current systems so that the new designs could
work harmoniously with the existing infrastructure that we in-
tended to keep. Then we began building the transition plan that
we would need to keep our four full-time services and multiple
nationally distributed programs live and on -air during the project.
Also, with a well -laid plan, we were able to give clear direction to
the outside labor we hired to help us. The diagrams and draw-
ings we prepared helped them come up to speed quickly and
their time was well spent getting tasks completed without a lot
of hand -holding.

Coordinated effort
Next was the job of coordinating with the building construction

group so that we were not in each other's way,or holding each other
up. We were fortunate to have hired an accommodating contractor
who worked with us every step of the way-and he communicated
well too. This proved to be an important aspect of the project,
because even though we planned everything, things varied from
what we had on paper. Because of the good relationship with the
builder we were able to quickly work through issues that came up
and move on to the next task.

Studio -to -studio wiring is primarily CAT -6e cable, which was
installed by the same contractor who installed the computer
network and phone wiring in the building. The contractor termi-
nated the cables and tested them for us so that we could make
the cross -connections. The Axia system requires far less actual
wiring than with non -router -based systems, so more of our time
was spent programming the audio input and output nodes. Axia
helped with this task, and after several programming sessions, our
staff was pretty good at the system setup. We intended from thestart
that we would be involved in setting up the Axia network because
we would have to maintain it. This process resulted in something
of a hands-on school in our own facility.

The Axia system has proven to be flexible and adaptable. We have
worked closely with Axia to fine-tune the Element console, and in
the process we were able to have the company developsome valu-
able features for us. For example,we use a ready -take permissioning
system to switch studios when various program services need to
change locations or when we need to combine staff (at night for
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e are seven control rooms like this one in the new facility.

instance). We are able to handle this from
within the control surface, making it much
simpler than using outboard add-on systems.
We also needed a way to send EAS tests from
the active studio to the correct program feeds.
Axia helped us once again with a one -button
method that is smart enough to know which
studio the test is coming from and to which
services it is to be broadcast.

Necessity of invention
I mentioned earlier that we wanted to

incorporate some innovative ideas where it
made sense to do so. One idea began from
the realization of how many discrete clocks
and timers we would need. We decided to
display the information as a series of counters
on a video screen mounted in the studios
where everyone could see it. We then real-
ized that we had other information that the
announcer needed to see,so we built various

Equipment List
AKG K240 headphones
Amco FX series and CQ series racks
Axia Element surfaces and nodes
Belden Cable
Benchmark HP2 headphone amps
Clark Cable
Clearcom intercom
custom metal work by Wireworks
Denon DN-C680 CD players
Electro-Voice RE20 mics
Englewoodworks furniture
ESE ES -185A/12, ES -150, ES -289
Fanfare FT-1AP
Genelec 8020A,8030A,8040A,

705013,7060A
Heil mic booms
HHB 830+ CD-RW
Middle Atlantic rack panels

and shelves
Moseley Starlink
Musicam Prima LT
NEC LCD displays (15", 32", 40")
Popless mic pop screens
Tascam CD450 CD players
Telos 2101 phone system
Telos Zephyr and Zephyr Xstream
TFT 911 EAS

messaging capabilities into the displays as well. Added to those
needs were the building entrance door cameras and even cable
TV, and we had just created what we now call the multi -image
display. This has become one of the focal points in the studios
because of the amount of information we are able to display in
one location.

In the past, MPR has used an RF-based, in-house monitoring
system that delivered multi -channel audio to each desk via
dedicated coax. This was replaced by Axia's Iplay, which deliv-
ers full -bandwidth, on -demand audio to each desktop via the
computer network that is already in place.

The next step for the facility will be to transition the operation
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MPR rebuilds
from playing audio from CDs to a computer audio storage and
playback system.

In retrospect, we're confident that the decisions we made
throughout this project related to the equipment and systems we
chose to use were well informed. That is saying a lot after close to
three yearsof dreaming,planning,wiring and trouble-shooting.We
initially felt that we may have been spending more time than we

Each production studio can accommodate two people. There are
10 of these studios in the new MPR facility.

Snap, Crackle, Pop?
Dropouts?

Intermittents?

sa.1es@sencore.com

should seekingseeking advice from and running options past people who
would be using the studios, but it has paid off with few surprises
and an excited and embracing air staff.

One of the more valuable aspects of the project that contributed
to its success was the great cooperation and contribution between
various departments within MPR. Our IT department ironed out a
lot of the tricky networking issues and helped us develop custom
software for the multi -image displays, as well as integrated our
phone system into the new Axia surfaces. Our operations depart-
ment provided a wealth of practical and hands-on input into our
designs and ergonomic layout, the testing and troubleshooting of
our initial installations, the training of announcers and air staff
and handled the moving and upgrading of our Pro Tools systems.
Our programming department contributed to the initial planning
sessions and worked its busy scheduled around our construction
requirementsso that we didn't interrupt any of the program services
that we produce. And, our engineering department served as the
hub for the planning, design, coordination and installation of the
new stud ios,pull ing together the necessary expertise and resources
to bring this project to a successful close.

We will probably iron out minor bugs for a few more months,and
then we expect the people that use the facilities to begin comingup
even with more ideas for improving the operation as they become
comfortable with their new tools and systems.

Thompson is director of engineering for Minnesota Public Radio, St.
Paul, MN.
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reconnect. MPR also uses Prima 120s and a Prima LT.

www.musicamusa.com
732-739-5600

970-461-0730 mina arrakis-systems.com

wwwberadio.com

Moseley Starlink

From MPR's studio base in St. Paul multiple Starlink 950
MHz and StarlinkT1 systems are used to distribute program-
ming to the local stations of KSJN,KNOW and KCMP MPR
uses combinations of two- and four -channel Starlinks with
T1 back-ups configured in 44.1kHz uncompressed/linear
mode. Lanlink 900Ds are also use to provide full -duplex
IP and RS -232 circuits between KSJN and KNOW.

www.moseleysb_com
805-968-9621

Genelec 8020A and 7050B
Congratulations to Minnesota

Public Radio having just com-
pleted an exciting new produc-
tion facility. As part
of the new facility
for audio playback
purposes, Genelec
8000 bi-amp moni-
tors and 7000 Series
subwoofers were chosen to fill 19 new production rooms
with accurate Genelec monitoring. Among the chosen
models were 8020A and 7050B going into 10 new edit
suites, 8030A and 7050B into new music suites and 8040A
and 7060A into a new CMS control room. The new 8000
MDE (Minimum Diffraction Enclosure) models offer the
latest in Genelec monitoring technology. The overall goal
in the development of the 8000 bi-amp and 7000subwoofer
serieswere to greatly reduce all types of distortion,improve
linearity in overall frequency response, and provide an
unfailing consistency between models.

Radfo mauazine

www.genelec.com
908-652-0900
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Field Report

Field Report
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25 -Seven Systems Audio Time Manager
By John Rigg

eve all heard this happen, breaking news
events an unfolding and the station is
airing a commercial. The choices aren't
good: dump out of current programming
or v, ait for a break and risk missing the
next big event on air. Why not give the
station and the air staff another choice?
Finish the current event and then go to the
breaking news in its entirety. Leaving the
current program abruptly is not graceful
and certainly not professional. Leaving a
commercial in progress is definitely costly.
Waiting for a press conference to begin is
capable of putting your listeners to sleep
or worse, they will switch stations. Usually,

Performance at a glance 0a.
Simple operation

Adds time to audio programs

Variable time compression ratios

Self -synchronizing to external clock

Ramp -down transitions

Remote controllable

there's no need to carry the first words at
a press conference, the sound technician
asking "can everybody hear me?" Now,
you don't have to. 25 -Seven Systems has
manipulated the concept of time and has
rearranged the way live events unfold. If
you can grasp the bucket theory of a digital
delay,you will see the ATM is a refinement
on that technology and several new applica-
tions of a sometimes confusing process.

Audio is stored in a 15 -minute continuous
buffer capable of playback at any time while
the recording process continues.The buffer
of the ATM can be played out 20 percent
faster than it was stored. The full 15 -minute
buffer now takes only 12 minutes to play

back, and this can be done while the ATM continues to
record. Before the sales department reads this and sells
that extra time,realistically we have found play -out should
be limited to about 10 percent,which is the equivalent of
six minutes inserted per hour.

Time saver
Installation of the system is straightforward, audio in,

audio out and an Ethernet interface for the time sync
and remote capabilities. Once installed, the operators ac-
climated quickly and were running in just a few minutes.
We use our ATM strictly for press conferences and other
live feeds that don't occur on our clock.

All of us have all fallen in love with the concept of time
shifting our favorite TV programs. So much so that Tivo is
now part of our vocabulary. I like to think of the ATM as

an audioTivo on steroids. The system allows us to
absorb the few seconds or minutes of dead time
before a press conference and allows for a more
graceful exit when the conference ends. Record
the press conference and not miss a beat of on -air
time. Begin a recording and while that recording
continues,start the playback in real time or faster.

In a recent instance,we used the ATM at the start of a press
conference while we were still airing a commercial. The
commercial ended naturally and playback from the ATM
began. We were 45 seconds into the press conference and
started play out. With 45 seconds in the buffer and the
output set at a 10 percent faster rate,we caught up with the
live press conference in about 450 seconds (7.5 minutes;
this info is all on its front -panel display). Once caught up,
we switched to the live feed of the press conference. This
all sounded so natural no one noticed. The commercial
aired,the entire press conference aired and we were done
with the event at the same time we would have finished
without the ATM.

To aid this process the ATM displays the current time,the
amount of audio stored in the buffer,the compression rate
and the time expected to rejoin live programming.You can
speed up or slow down the play -out to accomplish the
required"out time"while the ATM is recording and playing.
When the buffer is empty the unit loops the audio through
the box. Conceivably, the system could be left in the air
chain.The sound quality is superb,with no change in pitch
and no audible artifacts, even at 10 percent compression.
The changes are perceptible only when the same non -
compressed material is played side by side.

Timing and more
The system features selectable analog and digital inputs

and analog and digital outputs. A TCP/IP connection,
configurable GPI/O and a serial connection are included
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The rear panel of the ATM.

on the back chassis. One big plus about the included Web
interface is that there's no need to dig through countless
menus,the ATM's Web interface looks exactly like the front
panel. Internet connectivity allows synchronization to the
time server of your choosing, just enter the IP address.

We've fed ours to and from our router for added flexibility
and have control of the front panel via the Web
interface. During the hours of the day when our
station is automated and the ATM is idle, the
production department wanted in on the act.
The ATMs Web interface comes in handy for
those times when standing next to the box isn't
practical. One useful application is commercial
production that arrives somewhat longer than
60 seconds. This can now be dubbed to exactly
60 seconds, on the fly, without a calculator.
Record the spot into the ATM's buffer and set
the playback for exactly 60 seconds. No more
trying to edit that 62 second spot into a 60 sec-
ond avail. Many popular software editors have
a time compression feature, but I have found
that most do not sound good. Some software
editors simply change the play out rate and do
nothing to restore the original pitch.

There are audio samples on 25 -Seven's website
that are useful. The site also shows various con-
nection scenarios for use in satellite delivered
programming and automation integration. The
ATM can ingest the satellite program, store the
network cues and then play out with the cue
location adjusted to fit the exact placement in
the original program. The cues are imported
and exported through the GPI/O interface so

25 -Seven Systems

F

LE

888-257-2578

61 7-904-1 670

www.2 5 -seven .com

info@25-seven.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio
magazine feature for radio broadcasters. Each
report is prepared by well -qualified staff at a radio
station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry,
for the industry. Manufacturer support is limited
to providing loan equipment and to aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish
the results of any device tested, positive or negative.
No report should be considered an endorsement
or disapproval by Radio magazine.
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they operate just like the contact closures
you now use for automation.

Rigg is engineering supervisor for KFMB AM &
FM in San Diego.

The Word is Out - iMediaLogger is the
#1 Selling Digital Logger in Radio...

...wondering why?
edis II ;

Range's et gelling Digital Logger

Used widely throughout the top I 0 radio groups in the
United States, iMediaLogger is the only application that can:

Record 24/7 Logging, Mic Skimming, Podcasting and Best of
Shows all simultaneously on only one recording device

Supports Multiple formats simultaneously in VVMA.WAV,
Real Audio and Mpeg layers 1,2 & 3 at various sample rates

its, On one computer, record up to 12 separate audio sources
at a time

4as, Supports non-proprietary computer hardware and audio

cards

4v Includes a dynamic built-in web browser so 2 ny one on the
local network can instantly access the files v2 a web browser

Once you have iMediaLogger,
you'll wonder how you ever lived without it!

Call our Toll Free Sales Desk Today 888-665-0501

Download a Free Trial Version
i) www.imediatouch.com 9.1:ut Inventing Radio Trends

Visit us online for more information - www.imediatouch.com
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Digital audio processor

New Products
By Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

O
C.,

O
CCI

CU

Portable recorder
AEQ
PAW 120: Built on
the DR 100,which
received a Pick
Hit Award from
Radio magazine
at NAB2005, the
PAW 120 features

a built-in speaker,
aluminum case
and a dual -color LED
display.The unit operates
on two AA batteries batteries. It records and edits linear
PCM and MPEG compressed audio, supports the BWF
file format,and stores audio to an internal 512MB flash
memory. It has a built-in microphone and accepts a
mono or stereo external microphone while providing
phantom power. An AGC and voice -activated recording
can be switched on or off.

954-581-7999: fax 954-501-1133

www.aegbroadcastcom; sieseaeqhroadcast.com

TO SUCCEED,
YOU NEED THE RIGHT
CONNECTIONS.

A5I6416 COBRANET SOUND CARD

ASI2416 MODULAR

COBRANET INTERFACE

A WINNING COMBINATION. Pair our ASI6416 CobraNet PCI sound card wit" our

ASI2416 Modular CobraNet Interface, and you're set to make a lot of great iew

connections. Our Built for Broadcast- ASI6416 CobraNet PCI sound card has all the
great features of our 6000 series, like MPEG compression, MRX multi -rate nixing,

and TSX time scaling. You can record and play up to 16 24 -bit audio streams But
that's just the start. Tether the ASI6416 to our rack -mountable ASI2416 Modular

CobraNet Interlace via a simple Ethernet cable, and watch your connections multiply.

Slide in any combination of 4 function -specific I/O modules, then pair them wth 3

'kinds of interchangeable connectors to give you functionality no single card ic an
match. lo get connected, call +1-302-324-5333 or visit www.audioscience.con...

Vorsis

AP3: The 1RU,
two-channel/stereo audio
processor provides an array of analog/digital inputs and
outputs, four -band parametric EQ, three -band compres-
sor, and tunable filters along with overall AGC, limiting
and expansion. All settings can be stored and replayed
as password -protected presets. The front -panel display
includes input,output and gain reduction meters. Remote
monitoring and operational control is possible using
Ethernet -enabled GUI software.

252-638-1000: fax 252-635-4851

www.vorsis.com: sales@vorsis.com

Composite -to -discrete converter
Broadcast Tools
CSD-1: This unit converts a composite stereo signal into
discrete left and right balanced outputs. Features include
twin BNC input connectors, multi -turn input level control,
twin power connectors allowing four units to be driven off
of one power supply, front -panel output trimmers, stereo
and power LEDs and plug-in Euroblock output connectors.
The unit is powered by a surge -protected, internal bipolar
12Vdc power supply.

811-250-5575; fax 360-854-9479

www.broadcasttools.cem: btiabroadcaattools.com

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS

--.111141

6600 Series
Convection -Cooled Resistor Loads

Available in 6kW, 1 2kW & 20kW Power Ratings
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required

titTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687
70-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000

E-mail: altronic@mtnhoma.comWeb
Site: http://www.altronic.com
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IMMEDIATE
FUTURE
IMMEDIATE EDUCATION IMMEDIk INSPIRATION IMMEDIATE INNOVATION

YOUR FUTURE STARTS HERE. In the fast -paced world of electronic
media, only NAB2006 delivers the technology, training and business
strategies that today's industry leaders need to stay on top.

More than 100,000 visitors from 130 countries come to experience
oemprehensive business and technology insights and innovations
ccvening every aspect of audio and video content production.
management and distribution across all forms of media.

When it happens in the World of Electronic Media, it happens here first.

NA (c)
THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

VIP EXHIBITS PASS INVITATION
4egister today to take advantage of this exclLs ve
NAB20-)6 offe' - valued at $150!

1. Go to www.nabshow com 2. Select Register Nov.

3. Select VIP Exhibits Pzss 4. Enter Source Code MA36

NOTE: This pass is wild for free actrresion to the NAB2006 Exhibit. Kali if

used to register betwe April .9.2906. After April 19, registraucin must
be made 3n -site at he Las Wgas Cprvention Center and a processing fee
of 520 vi 4 be appliei.

CONFERENCES: APRIL 22-27
EXHIBITS: APRIL 24-27
LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA USA

WW'N.NABSHOW.COM



New Products

Microphone pack
Audio-Technica
AT2041SP: The Studio Pack
combines the AT2020 side -ad-
dress condenser microphone with

the new AT2021 small -
diaphragm cardioid
condenser microphone.
The AT2021 offers a flat
frequency response from
30Hz to 20kHz, handles
up to 145dB SPL and
features a 126dB dynamic
range. The AT2020 uses
a custom -engineered,
low -mass diaphragm that
provides extended fre-

quency response plus the ability to
handle high SPL levels. The fixed
cardioid polar pattern mic has a
flat frequency response from 20Hz
to 20kHz, handles SPL levels up
to 144dB, had covers a dynamic
range of 124dB.

330-686-2600; fax 330-686-0119

www.audio-technica.com; pro@atusam

Unchallenged in

Quality and Dependability

-----141"111111-(Z)
Since 1943 ERI has

eat served the radio

broadcast industry
with products of the
highest quality and
dependability. At the
dawn of a new
millenium, ERI
continues to raise the
bar setting the
standard for radio
broadcast systems.

n  r.e. 00.0."

When your project
demands the best,

choose the reputation
you can trust.

LYNX- Dual Input Side Mount
FM Antenna for IBOC Operations

ELECTRON/CS RESEARCH, INC.
Call Toll -free at 877-ERI-LINE  Visit Online at www.eriinc.com

It'
FM broadcast processor

Broadcast Warehouse
DSPX Mini: The DSPX Mini is based on the original DSPX and
the six- band DSP Xtra. The mini follows the original DSPX with
a 4+4 AGC and limiter processing architecture but with a slightly
cut back feature set. The unit does not offer the analog and digital
audio outputs, but has a stereo encoder. The unit maintainsstereo
separation in excess of 75dB.

+44 208 5409992; fax +44 208 5409994

www.broadcastwarehouse.com: info@broadcastwanhouse.com

Witioe keltokook"
w %lb obe ibrwvolook,, rook%a

Portable mixers
Studiomaster

CX, CX3: These 1RU mixers feature 12 inputs, including four bal-
anced XLR/phono jacks for mics or line level equipment. Both
models feature stereo output with LED metering, master volume
control, and two -band EQ and level controls for each input. The
CX3 has a DSP section that includes a variety of delays, reverbs
and effects. All inputs have access to a pair of pre- and post -fader
auxiliary sends. The stereo output features LED metering, master
level control and balanced XLR and phono connectors.

114-998-2102; fax 114-998-2086

www.studiomaster.com; us-info@studiomaster.com

Get your own copy!
Each month, the
Radio Technology Leader
brings you the latest
must -read information
about radio broadcasting:

*FCC Update
Managing Technology
*Trends in Technology
*Facility Showcases
Field Reports
New Products.
RF Engineering

THE RADIO TF 7HNOl OGY LEADER

To start your own FREE subscription, go
to er.pbsub.com/nn5012 and complete

the on-line application form TODAY!
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Upgrades and Updates
Translantech has updated the operating

system of its Ariane Sequel to version 1.03
to enhance the unit's operation through a
Windows remote -control application. The
Remote Windows Application provides
access to the Ariane Sequel's settings, and
it replicates the front -panel display. (www.
translantech.com)...Digidesign is shipping
Pro Tools 7 software for Pro ToolsIHD and
Pro Tools LE systems. The update delivers
many new features and enhancements such
as expanded recording and editing capa-
bilities for audio and MIDI, added mixing
power and flexibility, and improved ease
of use. (www.digidesign.com)...D.A.V.I.D.
Systems has added Emergency Alert System
(EAS) support to its program -associated data
(PAD) functionality, allowing stations to
display EAS alerts as text on RBDS and HD
Radio receivers and on their websites. The
new EAS Listener connects to EAS receiv-
ers via RS -232 and monitors for incoming
alerts. (www.latitude-edition.com)...Day
Sequerra has received Ibiquity certification
for its M2 HD Radio modulation monitor.
The M2 monitors AM, FM and HD Radio
signals, including multicast signals. It also
received a Radio magazine Pick Hit award at
NAB2005. (www.daysequerra.comi

Find the mic
winner

November issue
Congratulations to

James Hoke
of Hoke Consulting.

His name was drawn from the
correct entries for the November

issue. He won the A -Designs ATT.(
attenuator from Transaudio Group.

The mic icon was to the left of the
neck inside one of the zeroes.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.:_-om.

New Products

CD players
Tascam

CD -01U, CD -01U Pro: These professional CD
players occupy 1RU. Available in two versions,
the Pro version adds balanced analog and digital
outputs to the unbalanced audio and S/PDIF
optical connector provision. Both models have
an RS -232 control port for external programming.
The Pro version also adds a DBI5 connector
for parallel machine control. Each features
MP3 playback, 20 -second shock protection
and pitch controls (±12.5 percent). Discs are
inserted through a slot -loading CD transport.
Three playback modes (repeat,single-play and
program), a call function to return to the last
playback start poir.t, auto ready and auto cue
functions,and a wireless remote control round
out the feature set.

323-126-0303: fax 323-727-7635

www.tascancom: tascamlit@taxam.con

Expect MORE From Your AM Transmitter

Armstrong Transmitter X-10008 "lade in USA

1KW HD Radio ready AM Transmitter for under $1CK
Built with dual hot-swappable 600
Watt RF modules capable of 150%
rrpculation, X -1000B can bring
that major market sound to you-
radiD station. Engineered with the
la:est technological innovations,
X-1 )00B offers high reliability,
bull= -in redundancy and it is HD
Radio' ready.
Bast of all, our customers tell us
tt a: the money they save running
the X -1000B pays for itself with

A ARMSTRONG

savings in electricity and
maintenance costs over an older
transmitter ...and as a bonus they
get exceptional reliabi ity and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our Nord for it.
Talk to our customers already on -
:he -air with the X -1000B. Call or
email for a users list and decide
for yourself why cwning this
transmitter is a no -Drainer.

TeJ 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx.com / www.armstrongtx.com
HD Wools a regestered trade mart of ,Be:gaty Dotal Corporation
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The Preferred Choice
for Automation and Switchin Solutions

SS 16.16
Me SS 16.16 ?rovicies audio routing of 13 stereo inputs to 16 stereo outputs.
This type of routing allows aoy one stereo input to be assigned to anylor all
sIireo outputs_ The SS 16.'6 may be controlled va front panel encoder
trotrols and/or a multi -drop F:S-232 serial port. A 40 x 4 LCD back lit display
siovides for Input descriptions and macro setup. Additional features.
headphone amplifier with font panel jack and level control, front panel
monitor speaker with mute switch and level control, internal audio
activity/silence sensor with a kont panel ACT indicator and rear panel open
cclector. and a 16 GPIO pot. FREE Windows NetSwitch remote control
atware. which supports Serial, USB and Ethernet with the optional ESS-
1 Ethernet to sepal convertar. is available for download. Installation is
simplified with plug -In euroblock screw terminals.

SS 16.4
The 16.4 provides rratnx audb switching of 16 stereo inputs to 4 stereo
plLs 4 monaura outputs. Matr'x switching allows any/or all inputs to
be assigned to uly/of all outouts. The ES 16.4 may be conrolled via
Iron' panel switches, contact closures. f. -volt TTL/CMOS locic and/or
the rulti-drop RS -232 or RS -465 serial port along with 24 GP1O's and
inpor expansion port. Installation is simplified with plug-in airoblock
scrss terminals

BROADCAST'tools
supportgbroadcasttools.corr

www.broadcastto)ls.com

AUDIO CDNTROL SWITCHER

ACS 8.2
The AC 3 3 2 or:vides mato audio switching of 8 stereo inputs to 2 :.'ere. plus
2 rrono putouts Any input assigned tc output one has fading capabiii Matra(
switcning allows any/oral) inputs to br assigned to any/or all outputs The ACS
82 may be xinticaled via front panel switches. contact closures, 5 -volt TTL/GNIOS
logic and/or the multi -clop RS -232 se dal port along with 15 GPI's. eight relays.
eight opal collector outputs, and inpu expansion port. Installation is ;mai-Seel
wit!' euroblock screw terminal's.

STEREO SNITCHER

SS 4.2
The SS 4 2 provides matrix sod* switching of 4 stereo inpts to 2 stereo 3LIS
2 mono outputs. Matrix swithing allows any/or all inputs to be assign/ to
any/or all output The 3S 4.2 may be controlled via front panel seirtch ES,
contact closures, S -volt TTL/CMOS lock and/or the multi -drop RS -r2 seal
port along with 1,5 GPI's eight GPO's, and input expansicn port. Ins,allaien
is sirrpilfied with plug-in euroblock screw terminals.

DUAL STEREO AUDIO SWITCHER

CIL
SS 8.2
The SS .3.2 proodc: crossooirt switching/routing with 8 seer© inputs. 2 stereo
plus 2 mon% outputs. 3 switcrog modes. I/O tnmrners, internal silence 4-anscr
selectab'e headphre anc povered speaker level controls and outputs. LC
VU meters, 16 GM, eight relays and eight open collector outputs. Mult.-dras
RS -232 ant RS-4ff serial pons plug-in euroblock screw terminals and input
expansicn port

Be sure to visit our webs -7e ad

www.broadcasttools.com
fDr downloadatle manuals
complete product information
and a list of deaers.
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Transcom Corporation
Hill 5 FM Transmitters

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS EXCITERS
1.5 KW 1983 BE FM 1 5A 'New* 20 and 30 W synthesized
2.5 KW 1984 Continental 814R-1 exciters

5 KW 1982 Harris FM 5K Used Continental 802A

6 KW 1995 Henry 6000D
7+ KW

10 KW

2005
1988

Harris Z16 HD

BE FM10A NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
Special Discount Pricing On:10 KW 2001 Henry 10,000D-95

12 KW 1996 CCA 12,0000 VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w

20 KW 1978 Collins 831G2 to 10kW)

20 KW 1985 Harris FM2OK TV STL

20 KW

25 KW
25 KW
30 KW

1991

1980

1982

1986

Harris HT 20
CSI -T -25 -FA (Amp Only)

Harris FM25K
BE FM30A

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
5 kW UHF Harris Diamond CD Solid

Slate
10kW VHF NEC PCN 1213

35 KW 1990 Continental 816R -5B 30kW UHF RCA TTU-30A
50 KW 1982 Harris Combiner w/auto

exciter- transmitter
switcher USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
Bird Dummy Load. 10 kW
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S

1999 Omnitronix 1000A Solid State1 KW Denon 720R Cassette Player
Harris MW1A Solid State1 KW 1983 Potomac Phase Monitor AM19

5 KW 1985 Continental 315R1 w/sampler
5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A Potomac Phase Monitor 19C1 Digital
10 KW 1986 Harris MW108 2 Twr
12 KW 2000 Nautel XL12 Solid State Solo Voltage Reg. 60hz 1 KVA
50 KW 1985 Continental 317 C2 s -phase

Please go to our web site for updated listings
www.fmamtv.com

Retuning and Testing Available
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

EASY ORDERING IN
NANOSECONDS

sw

111 s;-
...)

:43

With a 1,600+ page catalog of the
NEWEST information 4 times a year. a
daily updates to over half a million
products on-line, you can depend on
Mouser for easy ordering in nanoseconds)

mouser.com (800) 346-6873

NEW Products-
NEW Techrologies
NEW Suppiers

\ The Sern,cond4ctors I P.auv..I leivcortmcts ElectowCluin

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

nollshiP101111*_d

a 1.2 r= r: .es
* * *  * IP

 

800.327.6901
vvww.autogramcorp.com
lig

Were FCC Certified
ST°`'"-. FM Stereo Transmitter

GET OH -THE STAY OH -THE -11M
V SOW RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM and Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

What's the
bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PX50 vial. designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, with auto-
matic powor reduction and
restore on V.SWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site Plus
the PX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8, 74 (ID: F'F3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never 'lave to worry about non-
compliance! Get on the air QUICK...one STAY on the air. with the FXSO!

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
590 Fishers Station Drive  ViLtor KY 14564
800-446-2295  585-924-4560
www.ramseyely.ctronics.cont
Provickng Value And Performance for Over 3) Years!

Ratite
To advertise in Radio Magazine, contact:

Scott Slocum
913.967.1358

ssiocumapriab2b.com

Joyce Nolan
610.73-.9993

jnolan@prismb2b.cm

co
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For more information on how

to advertise in Radio Magazine,

contact a salesperon today!

Scott Slocum

p: 913.967.1358

f: 913.514.3789

sslocum@prismb2b.com

Joyce Nolan

p: 610.701.9993

f: 610.701.0580

jnolan@prismb2b.com

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800-737-2787
Fax: 760 744-1943

www.rfparts.com
4*.NEmail:

37
Year Anniversary

AF PARTS'
C OMPANY

rfp@rfparts.com

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Longley-Rice Coverage over 30 Terrain

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

4 Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, PTP Okamura/Hata and
FCC with Probe

4 Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderTM

4Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro."'

Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DTv

oft the leader ,n broadcast
si.0 s 10, engneenng consulting

Mi.i.nm5 ,ron. ,410 Alt softwareand I0,nrr nn, 1 unsul ne

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

Got composite, need AES?

ill d d ".:??°---

* di

The Total Digital Solution...

bdi

El ow

Broadcast Devices
(P) 914.737.5032
(F) 914.736.6916
www.Broadcast-Devices.com

Our solutions to composite distribution include the
CDS series composite audio switchers and the CMP-300
Composite Audio Mixer/DA. Use your existing compos-
ite STL or stereo generator to drive AES input exciters
with our new optional CTD-1 plug in module for the
CDS series switchers! Don't buy an external silence
sensor either! We put one in the CDS-302 for you
already. We have the total solution for your distribution
needs! We provided an RBDS loop through for applica-
tion of RBDS to two exciters with one generator!

Today's digital broadcasting environment calls for
a digital solution. The AES-302 features a two input
digital switcher with automatic switching upon silence
or digital errors. Digital radio means you need more
outputs than ever. That's why we incorporated a four
output digital DA in the AES-302. We didn't forget about
analog either. There is a high quality analog output of
the selected input available too. Many solutions in one
package make the AES-302 indispensable for your
transmitter or studio switching.
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REmotE Broadcast Solutions!!!
tificTel

PGINI/Nlic Input

TelTap - Pocket-5IzFd
Manual TFJcpbone Couplcr

MicTel - Mic/LIne to ThlephonF InI.FrfPcF"

Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular pl- one or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm. D Send or receive telephone audio.

Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries. D Mute Switch disc-onects all audio to or `rom
the phone line, b_it leaves the TelTap connected.

D High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

D External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

Do Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels.

CIrcultWerkes. Inc.
352-335-6555
2805 ©C Th
CEttalizala, Florida 32609. (1:IM

Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone coupler.

Compact size & ow cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities.

Gel info on these. E. other
great rE-motf- products at
www.cir cultwerices.coni

LBA Technology, Inc. is your prover

supplier of innovative, digital -ready

AM antenna systems. Our products

include tuning units, phasing systems,

multiplexers, AM/wireless isolation

systems and components for every

power level. We help hundreds of

broadcasters in the USA and

worldwide to --

Reach further -
sound better!

LBA Technology, Inc.
Broadcast and Telecommunications Antenna Products

LBA n
Folded Un pole Systems

Antenna Turing Units

leo

aft

Diplexer. Triplexer and
Phasor Systems

LBA
3400 Tuppe' Drive, Greenville, NC 27834

MR 800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155
Email Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com

co

cfl

=.)
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Certification Services

I-

O

Are your engineers
Certified?

SBE
SBE Certification

The Industry Benchmark

www.sbe.org  (317) 846-9000

For Sale

AcousticsFirstry

Tic=7888-765-2900
Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Professional Services

Structural Analysis

ICA r I I
Electronics Research. Inc.

7777 Gardner Road

I
Chandler. IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www ERlinc.corn

Tennessee Tower Service
AM -FM  Broadcast  Cellular
Tower Installation  Antenna

Line Installation  Complete Civil Work
Blasting  Tower Painting

DICK BAIN, Owner
111 Allen Dr.
Tazew11, TN 37879

M: 1-423-526-9041
Ph: 1-423-626-5453

Fax: 1-423-626-0552
Email: tntowerserviceel yahoo.ccm

Call about our 2005 tower painting specials.

Check us out
on the internet!

WWW.BERADIO.COM

rf?11112101111MIlltirrimigk

Were You Featured
In This Issue?

Reprints are a polished way to showcase third party
endorsements, adding credibility to your product.
company or service.

We can professionally customize you reprints with
your company logo and business info'rnation.

 Trade Shows

 Sales Aids

 Media Kits

 Employee Training

 Sales Presentations

Conference Material

 Educational Programs

PDF for your Company's

Web Site
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Sinn Off
By Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

Do you remember?

sommos .7,

Sample and Hold
How much time do you spend listening
to broadcast radio after purchasing a

subscription to satellite radio?

Nage
Sage
10 0

More
lb% Less

11%

Aquillor"

Source: Paragon Media Strategies, New Media Listening Habits: Are they affecting
broadcast radio? August 2005.

In 1981. Audio & Design manu-
factured a line of compressors
and limiters with adjustable at-
tack, release and ratio as well as stereo coupling,side
chain access and soft knee slopes at the threshold
of compression. The Gemini Fasy Rider offered two
full -function channels. The Ex -press Limiter con-
trolled stereo mixes and could be configured for FM
broadcast operations. TheVocal Stresser combined a
Compex limiter with four bands of sweepable EQ.The
original Compex limiter featured separate compres-
sion,limiting and expansion facilities. And for special
applications, the Voice -Over limiter automatically
maintained a pre -established music -to -voice ratio.The
Selective limiter controlled level in one frequency
region without modulating the rest of the program.

That was then

Radio enthusiast and Cincinnati businessman
Powel Crosley Jr. began broadcasting on WLW
with 200W on 710AM in 1922. Common program
offerings were singers, piano and organ music,
swimming lessons and guitar lessons. Local ac-
tors performed dramatic readings and scripts
from plays. No commercial time was sold until
1926 and program schedules weren't developed
until after 1923.

By 1930 transcription machines and turntables
with electronic pickups were standard equip-
ment. Microphones were placed on the stage
or suspended over an audience for laughter and
applause during programs.
WLW improved its facilities over the years,

and by the 1950s had moved to Crosley Square
in Cincinnati. In this 1957 photo, Bill Myers is
working in WLW's Studio G control room at
Crosley Square.

Source: Stepping out in Cincinnati by Allen Singer,
copyright 2005.
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This Little Unit grilej=11
Can Do BIG Things!

111111F
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The Vorsis AP -3 digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound

exactly the way you want it
-cleanly and efficiently.

Built around a multi -band compressor
with :omplementary AGZ, the AP -3
replaces a whole rack o' dedicated

units. VORSIS pre-concitions your
s gnal (HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,

expander), then let's you apply 3 -band
AGC'compression and 4 -band para-

metric EQ (signal chair reversible)
before going through z final stage

zero -overshoot peak limiter.

With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our

included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the

AP -3 direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor

functions, system settings
and security-all through

a single 111-45 ethernet
connection that lets

you control one or
mart' AP -3 units.

TA 4TAILOR THAT SOUND V,97.=,Af.=/
tel 252-638-7000 / sales@vorsis.com / www.vorsis.com (.0nyright © 2005 by Whcats-torw C orporatton



Buying the Right Networked Audio Sy

JUMP! We have the NETyou can TRUST
YOUR ENTIRE COMPLEX depends on

the reliability and longterm support of the digital
network. WHEATSTONE has the hardware, the
software, the GUI, the op manuals, and most
important, the support TEAM. We'll get you up
and running on time-without budget surprises.

OUR NETWORK SYSTEM: It's not just a pro-
duct; it's an entire line-CONTROL SURFACES:
we've got eleven to choose from; CARD CAGES:
three different sizes to optimize your budget and
still allow for future expansion.

DIGITAL AUDIO ISN'T EASY, and reliable
networks are much more challenging. Trust the
company with EXPERIENCE, RESOURCES and
STAYING POWER: WHEATSTONE!

t'J  t

 Proven designs-hundreds installed!
 64 bi-directional signals on CAT -5 or optical
 Bi-directional machine control embedded

with audio
 Routable mixes
 Extremely low latency (audio and logic)

not system size dependent
 Scheduling software
 Automation control interface
 Desktop X -Y control plug-in
 Audio over Ethernet portal to automation
 Virtual soundcard software

Embedded router control
 Realtime operating system
 Ethernet controllers
 Redundant DSP option
 Redundant WHEATNETT"option

AUDIO is what we do BEST!
tel 252-638-7000 / sales@wheatstone.com copyright C 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation


